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This is a collection of essays in which the honorand can take pride as well as
pleasure, including a number of definitive or pioneering studies. They fall into
groups which reflect the range of Busard’s own work and interests. The first of
these is concerned with Arabic mathematics in its own right, and with its influence
in the West. Notable here is A. Djebbar on ‘‘Deux mathe´maticiens peu connus de
l’Espagne du XIe sie`cle,’’ which helps to make newly accessible the preoccupations
of the work of this place and period and to identify the lacunae and disjunctions
which make it difficult to fit Al-Mu’taman and Ibn Sayyid tidily into the picture.
Y. Dold-Samplonius writes on ‘‘The Volume of Domes in Arabic Mathematics.’’
This is an extension of the theory of mensuration derived from the Roman agrimens-
ores, and it presents special problems because a dome, as Al-Ka¯shı¯ points out, may
take several forms. It may be a hollow hemisphere, a segment of a hollow sphere,
a polygonal cone, or a construction made by, in effect, rotating the form created
by the facade of an arch. Al-Ka¯shı¯ was a practical man, and the strategies he devised
for arriving at a close approximation of the volume of the more complex shapes
show an economy which reflects his grasp of the realities of construction. From the
four manuscripts and three versions extant, J. P. Hogendijk provides a text and
literal translation of ‘‘The Arabic Version of Euclid’s On Divisions,’’ lost in its
Greek original and surviving only in a Persian abstract compiled in the 10th century.
J. Sesiano deals with the 14th-century Latin version of the Algebra of Abu¯ Ka¯mil.
He draws out the special interest of the mode of translation used at this relatively
late date. B. A. Rosenfeld briefly examines ‘’Geometrical Trigonometry’’ in several
Arabic treatises, contending that rules were in use ‘‘equivalent to theorems of
spherical trigonometry.’’
There is a preponderance of papers on geometrical issues, some of them also
falling into the ‘‘Arabic’’ category of the volume and already noted. R. Lorch writes
on ‘‘Abu¯ Ka¯mil on the Pentagon and Decagon,’’ with an edition of the Latin text
and an invaluable discussion of the technical vocabulary. G. Molland edits and
translates Roger Bacon’s Geometrical Speculativa. S. Brentjes discusses the variants
of a H. ajja¯j-version of Book II of the Elements. What Charles Burnett has to say
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on the puzzle of the identity of Ocreatus is characteristically apposite and elegant.
A. Simi and L. Toti Rigatelli write illuminatingly on some 14th- and 15th-century
texts on practical geometry. P. Kunitzsch writes in ‘‘The Peacock’s Tail’’ on the
adoption of the names given to some of the theorems of Euclid’s Elements, some
of them introduced into the West possibly, it seems, by Adelard of Bath, but adapted
as late as the 14th century.
There is a Byzantine contribution from C. J. Scriba, on a 15th-century text which
contains a discussion of a stock problem about a woman who takes eggs to market.
M. Folkerts discusses the Rithmomachia of Werinher of Tegernsee with a helpful
sense of its place in the Rithmomachia story. He discusses the evidence of Werinher’s
authorship of the content and provides an edition from MS. Addit. 22790 of the
British Library. J. van Maanen explores ‘‘The ‘Double-Meaning’ Method for Dating
Mathematical Texts.’’ He means by this that material in a text may indirectly
indicate the date of its composition; for example, where 16th- and 17th-century
texts use year-numbers in their examples. He is perhaps a little over-sanguine about
the possibilities of such devices, but this is a useful discussion.
P. Bockstaele and H. J. M. Bos contribute a pair of papers on 17th-century themes.
P. Bockstaele writes on ‘‘A Challenge to the Mathematicians of the University of
Leuven as a New Year’s Gift for 1639’’ which, he alleges, has a good deal to tell
us about the practice of mathematics at the University of Leuven in its day.
H. J. M. Bos discusses Johann Molther’s Problema deliacum of 1619, which deals
with the duplication of the cube and advances a fresh solution.
This is, then, an immensely rich volume, in which the papers are often
groundbreaking, are uniformly of high quality, and include a number of definitive
statements of the status quaestionis on their topics.
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[The Raising of the Veil on the Operations of Calculation of Ibn al-Banna¯ of
Marrakech]. By Mohamed Aballagh. Fez (Publications of the Faculty of Letters
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This book, written in Arabic, is centered on a philosophical and mathematical
treatise of the 14th century by the Maghribian mathematician Ibn al-Banna¯. This
mathematician was famous over centuries of time thanks to a small textbook,
entitled Talkhı¯s. a‘ma¯l al-h. isa¯b [Digest of the Operations of Calculation], on which
Raf ‘ al-h. ija¯b was a commentary. It was in fact the criticisms levelled at some
passages of the Talkhı¯s. that motivated the publication of this treatise. In the book
presented here, the author publishes the contents of the thesis that he presented
